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Summary
Background: Kidney disease is under-documented in physician notes. The use of template-guided
notes may improve physician recognition of kidney disease early in training.
Objective: The objective of this study was to determine whether a computerized inpatient renal
template note with clinical decision support improves resident knowledge and documentation of
kidney disease.
Methods: In this prospective study, first year medical residents were encouraged to use the renal
template note for documentation over a one-month period. The renal template note included an
option for classification of acute kidney injury (AKI) and chronic kidney disease (CKD) categories
with a link to standard classifications. Pre- and post-knowledge of AKI and CKD categories was
tested with a quiz and surveys of resident experience with the intervention were conducted. Appropriate AKI and/or CKD classification was determined in 100 renal template notes and 112 comparable historical internal medicine resident progress notes from approximately one year prior.
Results: 2,435 inpatient encounters amongst 15 residents who participated were documented
using the renal template note. A significantly higher percent of residents correctly staged earlier
stage CKD (CKD3) using the renal template note compared to historical notes (9/46 vs. 0/33,
p<0.01). Documentation of AKI and more advanced CKD stages (CKD4 and 5) did not improve.
Knowledge based on quiz scores increased modestly but was not significant. The renal template
note was well received by residents and was perceived as helping improve knowledge and documentation of kidney disease.
Conclusions: The renal template note significantly improved staging of earlier stage CKD (CKD3)
with a modest but non-significant improvement in resident knowledge. Given the importance of
early recognition and treatment of CKD, future studies should focus on teaching early recognition
using template notes with supplemental educational interventions.
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Kidney disease is highly prevalent in the United States, affecting over 20 million Americans [1]. The
key step in preventing progression of kidney disease is early recognition and treatment [2, 3]. Despite this, kidney disease has been shown to be under-documented in physician notes, suggesting
lack of recognition [4-6]. In a retrospective chart review performed at 2 inner city academic health
care clinics in the United States, Rothberg et al. reported that only 38% of elderly patients with moderate chronic kidney disease (CKD) (estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) <60 mL/min) were
documented as having CKD in their outpatient chart [4]. Furthermore, a cross-sectional analysis of
the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (1999–2004) has shown that only 8% of patients with moderate CKD in the United States are aware of this diagnosis, a clear surrogate of poor
physician recognition [7].
The recent widespread, government-supported implementation of electronic medical records
(EMRs) for outpatient and inpatient documentation serves as an opportunity to increase recognition of kidney disease among physicians at all levels through the use of educational tools embedded
into the EMR. There is some evidence that clinical decision support (CDS) tools can improve recognition and documentation of chronic kidney disease (CKD) [8, 9]. In a study by Fox et al., the implementation of a quality improvement intervention which included a computerized decision-making
support system in 2 underserved primary care clinics improved CKD recognition as defined by billing codes significantly from 21% to 79% [8]. In addition to improving CKD recognition, CDS tools
have been effectively embedded into the EMR to augment resident learning [10-12]. However,
studies examining the effect of template-based notes with embedded educational tools on resident
learning are lacking.
This study was conducted at an academic medical center which will be transitioning to complete
electronic progress note documentation by 2014. In order to attempt to optimize resident learning
with electronic documentation, a computerized renal template note with clinical decision support
(CDS) was created. The purpose of this study was to determine whether a computerized renal template note with CDS used for documentation of inpatient follow-up encounters would improve resident documentation and knowledge of kidney disease.

2. Methods
2.1 Participants and Setting
This study was a single-center, prospective study of post-graduate year 1 (PGY-1) internal medicine
residents. This study was conducted at Winthrop University Hospital in Mineola, NY, an academic
medical center with 591 beds, 1,872 attending physicians, and approximately 84 internal medicine
residents. 21 PGY-1 residents (categorical and preliminary) starting a one-month general internal
medicine ward block on either December 18th 2012 or January 18th 2013 were eligible for study participation, and all 21 signed a consent form agreeing to participate in this study. The consent form
described the voluntary nature of the study, including their ability to withdraw at any time. The intervention period consisted of 2 separate one-month ward blocks. 12 residents consented and participated from December 18th 2012 to January 17th 2013 and 9 residents consented and participated
from January 18th 2013 to February 18th 2013. During the study, rates of participation were determined by self report. Eighteen residents self-reported that they used the template note for patient
encounters during the study period, with 12 of 18 (67%) reporting using the note for all patient encounters. Three participants reported not using the note at all during the study period. For residents
not documenting patient encounters using the renal template note, one reminder was given encouraging its use. No further reminders were given during the study. After the study, rates of renal template note documentation by the study participants were assessed. Of the 18 residents who self-reported using the renal template note, we were unable to extract any notes for 3 of them, hence their
surveys and quizzes were excluded from the study analysis. For the remaining study participants
(n=15), the average number of notes entered was 160 (±67), with a range of 12 to 299 notes written.
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The renal template note developed with embedded clinical decision support was designed by
members of the Division of Nephrology and Hypertension, Department of Medicine, and in conjunction with the Department of Medical Informatics. The study was initiated in January of 2012. At
that time the majority of the inpatient documentation was paper-based with the exception of a
group of approximately 10 voluntary providers who were piloting a computerized progress note,
none of which were study participants. The EMR vendor at the time of this work was Siemens Medical Solutions (Malverne, PA). The pilot computerized progress note was a structured note entry application containing both clickable structured elements and free text elements. Vital signs and laboratory results are imported as structured data from the EMR into the note. Data from structured
and free text elements such as the assessment and plan can be carried forward to subsequent patient
days with validation by the documenting provider on each element brought forward. The study note
template was incorporated into the existing computerized progress note template and prompted
residents to click the appropriate classification of their patient’s kidney disease. Patients could be
classified as having no kidney disease, acute kidney injury (AKI), chronic kidney disease (CKD) or
acute on chronic kidney disease (▶ Figure 1). In patients with acute on chronic kidney disease both
the AKI and CKD classifications could be clicked at that same time. When the AKI or CKD box was
clicked, residents were prompted to sub-classify AKI into risk, injury, failure or loss categories based
on the Acute Dialysis Quality Initiative (ADQI) – Risk, Injury, Failure, Loss or End Stage Renal Disease (RIFLE) classification scheme [3] and/or to sub-classify CKD into stages based on the Kidney
Disease Improving Global Outcomes (KDIGO) guidelines [4]. The renal template note was designed
to minimize disruptions in workflow and required only one to four extra clicks in the documentation process while providing clinical decision support at the point of note entry. There were no
drop down menus associated with the template note and all components of the note were visible on
the electronic page after clicking. Clinical decision support for the template note consisted of a link
embedded into the progress note to an intranet webpage where residents could obtain RIFLE classification guidelines, CKD staging guidelines and a simplified 4-variable Modification of Diet in
Renal Disease (MDRD) estimated glomerular filtration rate (GFR) calculator. The MDRD calculator would calculate the GFR of the patient for study participants based on entered age, gender, race
and creatinine, and would also assign an appropriate CKD stage. This calculator provided a point of
care aid for classifying patients with chronic kidney disease into the appropriate stage. The study
participants were given a 30 minute tutorial on documentation with electronic notes, as they all were
documenting in the paper chart prior to this study. The tutorial included a brief lesson on using the
renal template note and the importance of renal failure documentation. They were then encouraged
to use the renal template note for all of their follow-up documentation, regardless of renal diagnosis,
for a period of one-month.

2.3 Measures
2.3.1 Pre-study survey

The pre-study survey consisted of basic demographic questions, a question related to prior nephrology training and a question regarding future career plans.

2.3.2 Quiz
The kidney disease quiz was an 11–question, fill in the blank quiz that tested knowledge of CKD
staging, AKI classification and variables affecting the MDRD GFR calculation (Appendix 1). The
questions for the quiz were based on the CDS link that residents could access during the intervention period. Grading of the quiz was performed by a blinded investigator that did not participate in
study recruiting, study consent or study procedures. Partial credit was given for incomplete answers.
The pre-study quiz was distributed immediately after participants were consented for the study. This
corresponded to the afternoon prior to starting their month on the ward service, i.e., the intervention period. The post-study quiz, which comprised the exact same questions as the pre-study quiz,
was distributed during sign-outs on the last day of the intervention period (after a one-month peri© Schattauer 2013
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od of time). This quiz was designed based on the experience of the lead author (a board certified
nephrologist).

2.3.3 Post-study survey
The post-survey consisted of questions related to resident confidence with using the renal template
note and resident confidence in their knowledge of kidney disease. The majority of survey questions
were framed according to a 5 point Likert scale with 1 = Strongly Agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = Neutral, 4 =
Disagree, and 5 = Strongly Disagree.

At the end of the study period appropriate documentation of kidney disease in the study notes was
determined by study investigators based on standard RIFLE and KDIGO classifications. The lead
author instructed other investigators on how to determine appropriate documentation. Of note,
urine output criteria was not used to determine the RIFLE stage and if a baseline serum creatinine
(creatinine from >3 months prior) was not available, the note was not classified. Documentation of
kidney disease was considered appropriate only if the correct stage of CKD or the correct RIFLE
classification of AKI appeared in the note. Attempts at classification that noted CKD without the appropriate stage or AKI without the appropriate RIFLE classification were not counted as appropriate
documentation.

2.4.1 Renal Template Notes
All renal template notes written during the 2 one-month study periods were extracted from the electronic medical record in the order in which the patient for which the note was written was admitted
to the hospital. The result was 2435 renal template progress notes. Of these 2435 renal template
notes, only the first renal template progress note written for a particular patient was included in the
evaluation for appropriate documentation leaving 550 notes completed for individual patients.
Notes were excluded from evaluation of appropriate documentation if:
1. the study participants determined that the patient did not have renal failure
2. a baseline creatinine (creatinine from >3 months prior) could not be determined by investigators
based on the existing record, as this is necessary for determination of acute or chronic status of
kidney disease
3. estimated glomerular filtration rate ≥60 mL/min/1.73m2 for patients with CKD (stage 1 and stage
2) because the investigators felt they could not reliably determine the presence of urinary abnormalities or renal structural abnormalities for greater than 3 months in the inpatient record.
Renal template notes were evaluated for appropriate documentation in order based on the extraction list. No notes were skipped during this process. There were no prior studies to guide choosing
an appropriate sample size of notes to analyze. We decided as a group that for this pilot study it
would be appropriate to review enough notes so that approximately 100 would be classified for individual patients. 230 notes were analyzed to arrive at 100 classifications based on the above inclusion
and exclusion criteria. The notes that were classified were written by 12 of 15 (80%) study participants, with a range of 7–16 classified notes per participant.

2.4.2 Historical Notes
Documentation using the renal template notes was compared to historical progress notes written
approximately one year prior by PGY-1 residents with similar medical ward experience as the study
population. These historical notes were obtained from paper based inpatient charts scanned into the
electronic medical record of patients seen by the nephrology department in consultation from November 1st 2011 to February 29th 2012. This time period was selected to ensure that PGY-1 residents
had a similar work experience as our study population. Comparative charts had ICD 9 coding designating AKI or stage 3, 4 or 5 chronic kidney disease (stage 1 and 2 CKD were excluded from data
extraction because they could not be reliably determined in notes as explained above). A list of identifying information for these charts was generated by the billing department at our institution. The
result was a list of 381 charts. Only those charts that contained an intern progress note written for a
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patient on the general medicine service were considered for analysis, and only the first progress note
written on an individual patient was considered. Historical notes were excluded from classification
if:
1. a baseline creatinine could not be determined by investigators based on the existing record,
2. if multiple charts existed for the identifying information that was extracted,
3. if the patient did not have AKI or CKD.
The majority of historical charts that were not classified did not have an intern progress notes for a
patient on an internal medicine ward service. All historical charts that were extracted were analyzed
and based on the above inclusion and exclusion criteria 112 notes were classified.

The results were expressed as mean (± standard deviation) for continuous data and frequency (percent) for categorical data. Comparisons of means for quiz scores pre- and post-intervention were
performed using paired t-tests. Comparisons of appropriate documentation between renal template
notes and historical notes were performed using Fischer’s exact test. Statistical significance was defined as p<0.05.

3. Results
3.1 Survey Results for Resident Experience with the Renal Template
Note with CDS
Of the 15 PGY-1 residents who used the patient note for documentation during the study period,
the average age was 28; 8 were male, 6 of 15 (40%) had taken a prior nephrology elective and only
one was planning a career in nephrology. 14 of 15 (93%) agreed or strongly agreed that they were
more aware of kidney failure and 11 of 15 (73%) agreed or strongly agreed that the design of the
renal template note was user friendly. 14 of 15 (73%) thought that it took less or the same amount of
time to document a patient with kidney disease. 10 of 15 (67%) agreed or strongly agreed that the
renal template note improved their knowledge of ARF and 11 of 15 (73%) agreed or strongly agreed
that the renal template note improved their knowledge of CKD. At the end of the study period 14 of
15 (93%) residents agreed or strongly agreed that it was important to document outpatients as having CKD. These data are summarized in ▶ Tables 1 and ▶ Table 2.

3.2 Knowledge Assessment via Kidney Disease Quiz
Prior to implementation of the renal template note, the average kidney disease scores were 21.2%
(±14.1%). This included an average score of 4.7% (±12.4%) on the AKI section and 32.2% (±23.2%)
on the CKD section. Post-intervention there was an improvement in renal failure knowledge (33.3%
±24.1%), however this improvement did not reach statistical significance. There was an improvement in both AKI (18%±31.5%) and CKD knowledge (44.6%±23.1%) post intervention, however
again these differences did not reach statistical significance. When post intervention quiz scores for
residents who completed a renal template note for every follow-up encounter were examined they
were higher than the entire cohort (33.3%±24.1%, vs. 36.9%±25.8%), however this improvement did
not reach statistical significance.

3.3 Appropriate Documentation of Kidney Disease
The distribution of kidney disease diagnoses in 100 renal template notes and 112 historical notes is
shown in Table 3. Using the renal template note, there was an improvement in appropriate documentation of both stage 3–5 CKD (35.8% vs. 20.5%) and AKI (30.3% vs. 17.9%), however these differences did not reach statistical significance. Patients with CKD were sub-classified based on stage.
In historical notes there were no patients with stage 3 or 4 CKD who were documented using a
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stage-based classification scheme. In the renal template notes there were 11 patients with stage 3 and
stage 4 CKD who were documented correctly by stage. This improvement reached statistical significance for stage 3 CKD (19.6% vs. 0%, p<0.01). Patients with AKI were subclassified into risk, injury,
failure or loss levels of injury based on the RIFLE criteria, however there was not a statistically significant improvement in RIFLE classification at any level of injury.

Despite the development of guidelines for the staging and classification of AKI and CKD, kidney
disease remains under-recognized by physicians in the United States [15]. This under-recognition
has been attributed to the use of creatinine levels rather than GFR by physicians to define kidney
disease (leading to an under-estimation), and to a failure of physicians to recognize guideline specific definitions of kidney disease [16]. In this study we introduced a renal template note into the
computerized documentation process for volunteer PGY1 residents at our institution and studied its
effect on resident knowledge and documentation of kidney disease, surrogate measures of recognition. This template note was designed to be user friendly, with minimal disruption to workflow. The
majority of study participants did find the renal template note to be user friendly with approximately ¾ of study participants stating that the template note did not prolong their documentation
time. This finding is consistent with previous studies of template based notes that have not shown
increased documentation times with their use [17, 18].
We found slight improvements in kidney disease knowledge with the use of the renal template
note though this improvement did not reach statistical significance. When knowledge of kidney disease was broken down into CKD or AKI knowledge, again improvements with the renal template
note were seen, but these also did not reach statistical significance. This was a disappointing finding,
and given that the post study quiz was administered immediately after the intervention period, any
improvements in knowledge were likely attributable to recall bias. Due to this result, we do not plan
on re-testing kidney disease knowledge at any time period, as lasting significant improvements in
kidney disease knowledge are unlikely to be seen. In order to determine reasons for the failure of our
intervention to improve resident knowledge, the investigators had informal discussions with some
study participants regarding the renal template note. These participants suggested additional educational interventions throughout the month to supplement kidney disease knowledge that had
been acquired by using the template note.
With regards to documentation rates, we found improvements in CKD but not AKI documentation with use of the renal template note. This improvement was realized in the staging of early
CKD. Despite the implementation of guidelines for classification by CKD stage in 2002, PGY1 resident notes from one year prior did not document any cases of stage 3 or stage 4 CKD. This finding is
consistent with previous studies that have shown low inpatient rates of appropriate stage 2 through 4
CKD documentation [19]. With the implementation of the renal template note, the frequency of appropriate documentation of stage 3 CKD significantly improved. This is of particular importance
given the need for early recognition and treatment of patients with chronic kidney damage. By improving early recognition of CKD, early treatment can be initiated that has been shown to improve
mortality and slow and even prevent progression of kidney disease to end stage [20]. AKI documentation remained poor despite use of the renal template note, a finding that is consistent with existing
literature [21]. Interestingly, the documentation rates of ARF and stage 5 CKD in both renal template notes and historical notes were higher than other diagnoses. For ARF, we hypothesized that
was due to a familiarity with the term ARF and not related to a clear classification decision. This familiarity likely resulted because the term ARF was previously used to describe any abrupt change in
renal function. Since 2007, the new term to describe an abrupt change in renal function is AKI with
ARF being a subset of AKI in which there is a tripling of creatinine or a 75% reduction in GFR [13].
For stage 5 CKD, we hypothesized that increased rates of documentation were due to the inclusion
of the term ESRD as part of appropriate classification of these patients and the ease with which
dialysis patients are recognized.
The strengths of the study include the use of the template note for a large number of inpatient encounters (2,435 renal template notes generated), and the perceived ease of use of the note. Our study
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also included a range of measures included a pre and post intervention surveys and quizzes as well
as in depth analysis of appropriate documentation rates. Our study is limited by its small sample size
and non-randomized nature possibly leading to selection bias. Study participants could choose to
use the renal template note for documentation or to continue to document in the paper chart, and
because of this option, 6 study participants chose to continue paper documentation. It is thus possible that our study selected for a more diligent resident population than would be expected otherwise. In addition, the investigators only analyzed 230 of 550 renal template notes written on individual patients, and because these notes were extracted in order of the date of patient admission, only
notes from 12 of 15 (80%) study participants, all from the 1st intervention cohort, were analyzed.
Thus although this cohort compromised 80% of the study participants, the possibility of selection
bias still exits (these residents may have been more diligent in documenting with the template note
than the three from the second cohort). Despite this, we feel our significant difference in documentation patterns for early stage CKD is valid because all extracted historical notes were analyzed and
not one note appropriately documented stage 3 CKD. Another limitation of the study is that we
could not assess how often study participants clicked the CDS link during the intervention period.
Unfortunately, we were not able to use technology such as a counter in our study. For future studies,
we plan to enable a counter that lets investigators know how often and by whom the CDS link is
clicked during the study period. Another limitation of our study was that although historical notes
were written by PGY-1 residents with similar ward medical experience as the study participants
(given that notes were from a comparable time period in the academic year), these residents may
have had a different knowledge base than the study participants, making interpretations drawn from
the comparison of their notes difficult. Another limitation of our study was the use of non-validated
quizzes and surveys. There are no universally validated surveys to assess confidence and perceived
importance of kidney disease knowledge for providers, and there is also no universally validated
quiz to test the kidney disease knowledge of providers. We plan to use the results from this pilot survey to create a validated quiz and survey for a future large-scale study. Finally our study is limited by
the fact that all study participants were writing their progress notes in the paper chart prior to implementation of this study and not electronically documenting these notes. Thus, any improvements in
documentation may be attributed to the use of an electronic note rather than the particular template.

5. Conclusions
In conclusion, a renal template note with clinical decision support did not significantly improve resident knowledge of kidney disease, but did lead to an improvement in appropriate staging of early
stage CKD (stage 3) and an appreciation of kidney disease documentation by residents. Future
studies should focus on the use of template notes to augment resident learning in the context of
other educational interventions and possibly didactic sessions. These studies should also focus on
documentation of CKD which appears to be more feasible for residents.
Clinical Relevance Statement
A renal template note with clinical decision support was well received by residents and did not prolong their documentation time. A renal template note with clinical decision support can lead to an
improvement in appropriate staging of early stage CKD. If kidney disease is recognized early, treatment can be implemented to delay or even prevent progression to end stage renal disease, a highly
morbid and costly condition. Practioners should consider embedding template notes with supplemental educational interventions into their existing EMR to improve resident documentation of
chronic conditions.
Conflicts of Interest
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Protection of Human and Animal Subjects
The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of our hospital and was conducted in accordance with the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki on Ethical Principles for
Medical Research involving Human Subjects.

Appendix 1
Define Acute Kidney Risk by change in kidney function and urine output elements (10 points)
Define Acute Kidney Injury by change in kidney function and urine output elements (10 points)
Define Acute Kidney Failure by change in kidney function and urine output elements (10 points)
Define Acute Kidney Loss by change in kidney function and urine output elements (10 points)

List the 4 variables needed to calculate GFR using the 4-variable MDRD
equation (20 points)
Define Stage 1 CKD by GFR criteria and urine findings (10 points)
Define Stage 2 CKD by GFR criteria and urine findings (10 points)
Define Stage 3 CKD by GFR criteria (5 points)
Define Stage 4 CKD by GFR criteria (5 points)
Define Stage 5 CKD by GFR criteria (5 points)
Define End Stage Renal Disease (5 points)
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Fig. 1 The study note incorporated into the computerized progress note template. Residents were prompted to click
on the appropriate classification of their patient’s kidney disease. When the AKI or CKD box was clicked, residents
were prompted to sub-classify AKI into risk, injury, failure or loss categories based on the Acute Dialysis Quality Initiative (ADQI) – Risk, Injury, Failure, Loss or End Stage Renal Disease (RIFLE) classification scheme [3] and/or to subclassify CKD into stages based on the Kidney Disease Improving Global Outcomes (KDIGO) guidelines [4]. Clinical
decision support for the template note consisted of a link embedded in the progress note to an intranet webpage
where residents could obtain RIFLE classification guidelines, CKD staging guidelines and a simplified 4-variable Modification of Diet in Renal Disease (MDRD) estimated glomerular filtration rate (GFR) calculator.
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Characteristic

Mean (± SD) or No. (%)

Table 1 Demographic Characteristics

Age

28 (±3)

Male

8 (53)

of PGY1 Residents (n = 15). Note. MD =
Medical Doctor. DO = Doctor of Osteopathy. MBBS = Bachelor of Medicine and
Bachelor of Surgery.

Degree

• MD
• DO
• MBBS

Prior nephrology elective (Yes)

13 (87)
1 (7)
1 (7)
6 (40)

Plan career in Nephrology
1 (7)
10 (67)
4 (27)

Table 2 Post-Intervention Survey Results (n = 15). Survey data were collected according to a 5 point Likert scale
with 1 = Strongly Agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Disagree, and 5 = Strongly Disagree. Note. CDS = Clinical decision
support, RTN = Renal template note, AKI = Acute kidney injury, CKD = Chronic kidney disease.

Survey Item

Mean (±SD) or No. (%)

The intervention made you more aware of renal failure.

1.8 (±0.56)

The operability of the CDS was user friendly.

2.27 (± 0.70)

Compared to pre-RTN, Length of documentation time.

• Less
• Same
• More

4 (26.7)
7 (46.7)
4 (26.7)

Do you plan to pursue a career in Nephrology?

• Yes
• No
• Unsure

1 (6.7)
13 (86.7)
1 (6.7)

The intervention improved your knowledge of AKI.

2.47 (± 0.91)

The intervention improved your knowledge of CKD.

2.2 (± 0.94)

You feel it is important to document outpatients with CKD.

1.4 (± 0.67)
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Table 3 Appropriate Documentation of Renal Failure. Definitions: Stage III CKD: eGFR between 30–59 mL/
min/1.73 m2 for ≥ 3 months; Stage IV CKD: eGFR between 15–29 mL/min/1.73 m2 for ≥ 3 months; Stage V CKD: eGFR
<15 mL/min/1.73 m2 for ≥ 3 months or dialysis dependence; Risk: Increased creatinine X 1.5 or eGFR decrease >25%;
Injury: Increased creatinine X 2 or eGFR decrease >50%; Failure: Increased creatinine X 3 or eGFR decrease >75% or
creatinine ≥ 4mg per 100ml (acute rise of ≥ 0.5 mg per 100ml). Note: RTN = Renal Template Note, eGFR = estimated
glomerular filtration rate

Historical Correct (%)

RTN Correct (%)

Chronic Kidney Disease

15/73 (20.5)

24/67 (35.8)

Stage III CKD

0/33 (0)

9/46 (19.6)

<0.01

Stage IV CKD

0/17 (0)

2/6 (33.3)

0.06

Stage V CKD

15/23 (65.2)

13/15 (86.7)

0.26

Acute Kidney Injury

7/39 (17.9)

10/33 (30.3)

Risk

0/24 (0)

2/16 (12.5)

0.15

Injury

1/5 (20)

1/6 (16.7)

1

Loss

6/10 (60)

7/11 (63.6)

1
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